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Gloria in Excelsis Deo

Sw. Soft String 8
Gt. Flute 8
Ped. mf Stops 16, 8

Roger C. Wilson

Based on three traditional noëls

Moderately \( \frac{=}{\text{ca. 80}} \)

Duration: 4:00

*CAROL OF THE BIRDS ("Whence comes this rush of wings afar?")
With motion, but not fast  = ca. 52

*MASTERS IN THE HALL  (“Masters in this hall, hear ye news today”)
O-11-10-41
A little faster, with growing excitement $\frac{3}{4} = \text{ca. } 72$

*WESTMINSTER CAROL (“Angels we have heard on high”)

O-11-10-42
What a Friend We Have in Jesus

Slowly, with expression $\frac{\dot{\text{d}}}{\dot{\text{d}}} = \text{ca. 60}$

Sw. Soft Flutes 8, 4
Gt. $\text{mf}$ Stops 8, 4
Ped. Soft Stops 16, 8

Duration: 2:15

Robert J. Hughes

Based on the tune

by Charles C. Converse
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